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B.A. Honours 6th Semester Examination, 2023

PIDADSE04T-PHILOSOPHY (DSE3/4)

Time Allotted: 2 Hours

Thejigures in the margin indicate full marks.
Candidates should answer in their own words
and adhere to the word limit as practicable.
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All symbols are 0/ usual significance.

Question No.1 is compulsory and answer any two from the rest
~~ ~ ~\$1~C14 ~ ~fvr ~ Clf-~ WU ~ mlf1'6

1. Answer any four questions from the following:
M~M~ Clf-~ m1U ~ ~ lft'Cg

5x4 = 20

(a) How does Tagore explain the harmony in the dualism of death and life?

?I<flat~t~ ~'OtC;q ~ '(3 ~~ ~ ~tJ'fJ ~ ~?

(b) Why is music considered as the most direct expression of beauty?
)j~~C;qs ~ cJni\1c(<$I~~ 'O(~<uR9?11C9fPk;qt)~1 ~ ~ ?

(c) How can we find the freedom of ourself in the perfect love?
~ (j2fOO ~ ~ ~\SIC;q 'O(I~IC~?I~ ~ ~ ~ ?

(d) What is the relation between Love and Rasa?

C~'(3~~lU~~?

(e) Are ananda and love same? Briefly discuss following Tagore.
~ '6 c~ ~ ~ ? ?I<flat~t~ ~Cf ~ ~~9f 'O(ICCijIt)~1~ I

(f) What is the 'Problem of Evil '? Briefly explain following Rabindranath Tagore.

'\!il~1JfCCij?l~'-"It ~ ? ?l4)at~t~ ~t'f?lC4 ~Cf ~ ~~9f cm~ ~ I

(g) What is meant by 'Separation from Atma' according to Rabindranath Tagore?
?I<flQf~I~jl'fC?I?I ~ , \!lIA!MCI14:I1'~ ~ ~ ?

(h) What is the purest form of' Art'? Explain after 'Sadhana'.

~~~ ~~? ~'~\!lI'P1tC?I ~~l
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2. Explain after Tagore the role of action in realisation of the infinite.
~~ot~l~ ~'t ~ '6l~C~~ ~~ ~ ~ <uNrt ~ I
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3. Why does Tagore emphasize that the realisation of beauty is a "process of the
extension" of our consciousness?
~1"'TH<fS'6I-r~N> '6Il~tC'1~~ R~N>~~ ~ -\!l~ ;q'€>C<ij~'{3~ ~~ot~t'4 ~ ~~
~9f <fSC'!1'~~?
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4. What does Tagore mean by 'problem' towards self-realisation in the essay,
"The Problem of Self'? Explain.
''lij ~ '6I<F,~" ~ ~~ ~ '~' ~ '!1~ot~t'4 <is) ~ ?
~~I
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5. Explain the concept of 'Brahman' according to Upanisada following Tagore's
'Sadhana'.
'!1~ot~lQf~l,C~~ ~' ~ '6I-rJi~C't~~ ~ ~'-~ ~'1l1t~ ~ I
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